Cervical Cancer Screening Guidelines
Introduction
New technology for performing cervical cancer screening is evolving rapidly, as are
recommendations for classifying and interpreting the results. Persistently positive high risk HPV
is essential for the development of cervical cancer. Therefore guidelines have been updated to
incorporate the use of HPV testing in regular screening.
The advantage for HPV co-testing is not only to find women with current cervical disease, but
to also identify those at risk of developing disease in the future. In contrast, cytology only finds
current disease.
The rational for the use of combined (cytology plus HPV DNA) primary screening in women over
the age of 30 years is that cytology has moderate sensitivity and high specificity; and HPV testing
for high-risk viral types has high sensitivity and moderate specificity. The combination of both
tests together provides nearly 100% sensitivity, while maintaining the specificity of cytology.
When to start screening
Cervical screening using liquid-based cytology should begin at age 21.
Cervical cancer screening for women 30 and older with the Pap plus HPV test should begin at
age 30 years.
Who should be screened?
Co-testing using the combination of cytology plus HPV DNA testing is recommended for
healthy women 30 and older.
It should also be noted that the reason a combined screening program is not suggested for
women under the age of 30 and especially under the age of 25 years, is that the prevalence of
transient HPV infection is so high.
Frequency of screening – general recommendations for healthy (non-pregnant)
women
Up to 30 years of age: biennial Pap smears using liquid cytology
Over 30 years of age:
Screen with both HPV and Pap using liquid cytology. Rescreen every 5 years using
COMBINED testing only if both are negative (routine sure path collection and additional
endocervical swab for HPV)
Other high risk populations
Screening intervals may differ from the guidelines above for special populations of women at
higher risk, including women who: have a history of CIN2, CIN3 or cervical cancer were
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exposed in utero to diethylstilbestrol (DES) are immunocompromised are HIV-positive are
pregnant.
Results and Algorithms
• If a cervical cytology test is negative, re-screen in three years
• Women aged 30 years and older who have had three consecutive negative cervical
cytology screening test results may extend the interval between cervical cytology
examinations to every 3 years.
• Any woman aged 30 years or older who receives negative test results on both
cervical cytology screening and HPV DNA testing should be re-screened no sooner
than 5 years subsequently.
• Cervical cytology test negative and High-Risk HPV DNA test positive: repeat both tests
in 12 months then follow algorithm below
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